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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 16, 2014

ALTAIRE PRODUCTIONS RELEASES ‘THE ANTIGONE POEMS’
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – Altaire Productions & Publications, the Sydney-based independent arts
company, proudly announces the release of The Antigone Poems (ISBN: 978-0-9806447-0-8), featuring
poetry by Marie Slaight and charcoal drawings by Terrence Tasker.
A bold retelling of the ancient tale of defiance, The Antigone Poems is an intensely personal invocation of
the ancient Greek tragedy, created in the 1970s while writer Marie Slaight and artist Terrence Tasker were
living in Montreal and Toronto.
“Surreal and wild. The charcoal drawings are terrifyingly brilliant. They scare the bejesus out of you and
you can’t stop turning the pages. It’s like bingeing on BREAKING BAD and WAKING THE DEAD both
at once… I hope it’s reprinted and lasts forever.”
-The Washington Independent Review of Books
“Haunting. …a disturbingly poignant and startlingly vivid portrait of one woman’s suffering in the face of
pain and heartbreak. It will surely not be forgotten after the turn of the last page.”
-The San Francisco Book Review
“A beautifully bound, impressive collection with language as evocative as its illustrations.”
- Kirkus Reviews
“The poems are earthy as well… You can taste the ash, the death brought on from previous eruptions.”
-The Rumpus
“The drawings haunt, but it is the poems that linger like a scar. It would be hard to find a more visceral (or
sustained) poetics of suffering. Every poem bleeds.”
-The Englewood Review of Books
The Antigone Poems is being released in an elegantly bound, print-only edition and will be launched along
with a major media push in September 2014 at which time Altaire will also be releasing the artwork of
Terrence Tasker as individual art prints.
This is the first collection of poetry by internationally published poet and Altaire founder Marie Slaight and
stands as a tribute to unknown artist Terrence Tasker, who died in 1992, at the age of 45. Visit
www.theantigonepoems.com for contact details, photos, and author bios.

‘I deem this a holy book—written in ecstasy and the madness of genius.’ - Grace Cavalieri
-###Publicity contact and for Advance Review Copies:
Michael Tasker michaeltasker@altaireproductions.com 617 4041 3400	
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BIOGRAPHIES

Co-founder of the original Studio Altaire in Montreal, Marie Slaight has worked in Montreal, New
Orleans, and Buenos Aires as a writer, producer, and performer for film, theatre and music. Her play,
Random Shots, was produced at the Theatre Centre in Toronto. She collaborated on a series of short films
with Terrence Tasker and was an actor and creative consultant for National Film Board of Canada coproductions. Her poetry has appeared in American Writing, Pittsburgh Quarterly, Poetry Salzburg, The
Abiko Quarterly, New Orleans Review and elsewhere. Other jobs over the years include working in a
jewellery factory, as a farm worker, artist model, scene painter, nightclub photographer, and both teaching
English and running a bed and breakfast while living in Buenos Aires. Marie Slaight is currently the
director of Altaire Productions & Publications, the Sydney-based arts production company.
Terrence Tasker (1947-1992) was born in Saskatchewan, Canada, the son of a lumberjack. Raised in rural
western Canada, he went on to become a self-taught artist and filmmaker. He made a series of short films:
Steps, The Abortion, and Echo, which screened in New York and Toronto. In 1981 he co-founded and built
the original Studio Altaire, a 90-seat theater and visual art gallery that also ran after hours jazz concerts and
poetry readings in downtown Montreal. He worked as a set builder for Montreal’s Centaur Theatre,
Toronto Free Theatre and others and film such as The Resurrected and Deep Sleep, as well as working in
construction, mining, finance, industrial installations, taxi driving and as a film projectionist. He created the
artwork for The Antigone Poems in the 1970s, while living in Montreal and Toronto. Terrence died in
1992 at age 45.

Altaire Productions and Publications is a Sydney-based arts production company with roots in Montreal
and New Orleans. It began as Studio Altaire, a Montreal visual and performance art space founded by
Marie Slaight and Terrence Tasker, in the early 80's, that staged theatre productions, art exhibits, late night
jazz and more. Re-established in Sydney in 2008 by Marie Slaight, Altaire has been involved in creative
consulting and co-producing for independent New Orleans music and such films as the award-winning
documentary Bury the Hatchet, Happy Baby, Anna and Modern Day Slavery and Kindred. Altaire is
currently publishing The Antigone Poems, The Altaire Resource Manuals, for independent publishers and
filmmakers, and Go Gently, a collection of noir short stories.
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REVIEWS
‘Haunting. If one word describes Marie Slaight’s The Antigone Poems, this is it.
The collection of poems, some only a fragment of a thought, others filling the page with a stream of
consciousness narrative, tells the story of Antigone from the first person perspective of Antigone herself.
Loosely based on the Greek myth of Antigone, who inevitably suffers as a rebel in her family, the poems
are filled with anguish, emotional violence and suffering. However, Slaight comments near the end of her
book that she wanted to “live all lives, all deaths, encompass all women.” Thus the pain, anguish, and
suffering in this book applies to more than just the doomed Antigone of Greek mythology; it applies to the
collective suffering of all women.
The tone of the poems is understandably dark considering the subject material, and the periodic charcoal
drawings by Terrence Tasker only enhance the haunting nature of the story told by Slaight. Furthermore,
the poems are delivered from a deeply personal and intimate viewpoint, so the reader is often tied directly
to the emotions of the speaker. The often short form of each poem also helps add an intimate feeling as
each poem seems to represent a separate thought about Antigone’s torment.
For those who are not familiar with the original roots of the Greek myth involving Antigone, some readers
may have little grounding to understand the greater narrative taking place in the poems. For this reason,
some research or prior knowledge is helpful to understand the basis of the collection. Nevertheless, as
already pointed out, this collection encompasses more than the sufferings of a single woman; it involves the
torment of many.
Overall, Slaight’s The Antigone Poems, written in the 1970s and never released until now, is a disturbingly
poignant and startlingly vivid portrait of one woman’s suffering in the face of pain and heartbreak. It will
surely not be forgotten after the turn of the last page.’
-The San Francisco Book Review
‘This is the most strangely beautiful book to come across this desk in a long time. First, it’s always
interesting to have a publisher print a work 40 years after it’s written without disclosing why. All that we
know is that the writer and artist lived in Montreal and Toronto in the 1970’s. I guess Tasker’s death in
1992 has something to do with this premiere.
First we should know something about Antigone in literature. Well it’s an ancient Greek tragedy where
Antigone, the female protagonist, is ultimately jailed and sentenced to death, and all you need to know is
that everyone—all the principles— die in the end, except for the prison guards. I’m not being flippant, but
truthfully, to read these poems, that’s all you need to know.
And I ADORE these weird little poems. They are surreal and wild. The charcoal drawings are terrifyingly
brilliant. They scare the bejesus out of you and you can’t stop turning the pages. It’s like bingeing on
BREAKING BAD and WAKING THE DEAD both at once. I deem this a holy book—written in ecstasy
and the madness of genius and I hope it’s reprinted and lasts forever. The poems are untitled. Check this
out:
We live our lives
The instant between life and death
To touch death always,
That is the sun.
This copy I hold in my hand—no one will ever get from me. This is ART you cannot buy or sell. It is the
flaming center of the volcano that makes us create.’
-Grace Cavalieri, The Washington Independent Review of Books
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REVIEWS
‘Rich in allegory and metaphor, this illustrated collection of poetry explores the tragedy of Antigone, the
defiant woman of Greek myth.
With a strong first-person narrative, the collection is divided into five chapters featuring fragmented poems
that explore love, loss, passion and pain through Antigone’s eyes. The book opens with a riveting prelude:
“And sing / my bitter praises / to nails / and flint / and flesh.” As the collection moves forward, Slaight
continues with poems that are spare yet precise in their language and construction. The first chapter
introduces Antigone as a woman awakening, through pain, to her senses as well as to her vulnerability and
power: “The passion comes angrily…then the awakening of all senses, nerves—open, alive, tingling.”
However, there’s no consistent narrative thread to follow through the collection; rather, fragments and
images capture Antigone’s journey. Some of the stronger lines focus on her insight into her role as a rebel:
“All love pains / Are an aged protest / Wanting fresh surge; / Decrying the ancient throb / Of memories.”
Slaight’s poems also use this close first-person perspective to unpack Antigone’s struggle for independence
and identity as a woman—“Fought order, limits, time.” It is not exactly clear why Slaight focuses more on
Antigone’s suffering and less on her rebellion from Creon, ruler of Thebes, though a later chapter provides
a transition into her exile: “I walk on blood / I carve a vein / I bear sons / In exile / I carry screams / I seek
revenge / I await return / In exile.” Throughout, Tasker’s haunting charcoal drawings reflect the tone of
anguish and despair in Slaight’s poetry.
A beautifully bound, impressive collection with language as evocative as its illustrations.’
-Kirkus Reviews
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SELL SHEET
‘I deem this a holy book—written in ecstasy and the madness of genius...’
Grace Cavalieri
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

The Antigone Poems, featuring poetry by
Marie Slaight and drawings by Terrence
Tasker, was created in the 1970's, while the
artists were living between Montreal and
Toronto. A powerful retelling of the ancient
Greek tale of defiance and justice, the
illustrations and poetry capture the anguish and
despair of the original tale in an unembellished
modernized rendition.
Passionate, brutal, and infused with
extraordinary lyricism, The Antigone Poems
provides a special expedition into the depths
of the ancient Sophocles tragedy.

	
  

	
  

A writer, producer and performer for film, theater and
music, Altaire founder Marie Slaight’s poetry has
appeared in American Writing, Pittsburgh Quarterly,
Poetry Salzburg, New Orleans Review, among others.
Born in Canada in 1947, Terrence Tasker was a selftaught artist, filmmaker and co-founder of the original
Studio Altaire in Montreal. He died in 1992.
AN ALTAIRE PUBLICATION
The Antigone Poems
Author: Marie Slaight
Artist: Terrence Tasker
Pub. Date: June 2014
List Price: $34.95AUD / $24.95 US
ISBN: 978-0-9806447-0-8
Distributor: Itasca Books (U.S.), Red Tuque (Canada)
Specs: Trade paperback, 104 pages
Format: Print only
Contact: Michael Tasker
michaeltasker@altaireproductions.com

	
  

‘I adore these weird little poems. They are
surreal and wild. The charcoal drawings are
terrifyingly brilliant... I deem this a holy
book—written in ecstasy and the madness of
genius… It is the flaming center of the volcano
that makes us create.’
-The Washington Independent Review
of Books
‘Haunting. …a disturbingly poignant and
startlingly vivid portrait of one woman’s
suffering in the face of pain and heartbreak. It
will surely not be forgotten after the turn of the
last page.’
-The San Francisco Book Review
‘…A beautifully bound, impressive collection
with language as evocative as its illustrations.’
- Kirkus Reviews

The Antigone Poems will be launched along
with a major media push in September at which
time Altaire will also be releasing the artwork
of Terrence Tasker as individual art prints.

Available wherever books are sold
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